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RETHINKING HUMAN-LOCAL WILDLIFE RELATIONS
ABSTRACT

The plight of suburban wildlife receives considerably less attention than that of exotic or
endangered species despite facing similar threats due to the decline of their natural habitats as
humans expand upon them. From the perspective of a reflective practitioner, this paper provides
new avenues to rethink current views on human-local wildlife relations and answer some of the
difficult questions surrounding the topic.
The methodology of Action Research is employed to explore concepts relevant to humanlocal wildlife relations. A synthesized practical framework integrating Action Research with
Permaculture Design is proposed to create models for mutually beneficial coexistence between
local wildlife and human beings. Each stage of the framework utilizes either a critical analysis
or creative problem-solving tool from my studies in the Graduate Program in Critical and
Creative Thinking (CCT) at the University of Massachusetts Boston College of Education and
Human Development. Finally, I reflect on my learning processes and outcomes at the CCT
program and its influence on my personal development.
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Introduction

Not long ago, I decided to trade my cramped urban apartment for a house in the suburbs
of Morris County, New Jersey. Included with my new home was a backyard of knee-high grass
and bramble. Soon after settling in, I set to work converting the neglected lot into a small
vegetable garden. After weeks of hard labor and dedication, I transformed my small jungle into
a neatly furrowed field planted with my hopes and dreams, as well as some lettuce, carrots, and
tomatoes. All that was left was to patiently wait to reap the rewards of my labor. But something
sinister was afoot in my garden. My burgeoning seedlings were being plucked in their infancy.
The investigation into this mystery did not take long as the culprits did little to hide their
crimes. A family of groundhogs had been feasting in my vegetable garden. The family of four
had a residence underneath my neighbor’s shed and seemed quite pleased that such a nicely
appointed eating establishment had been opened for them next door. I was enraged. This act of
aggression towards me could not go unanswered. I declared war on the groundhogs! Our battles
raged throughout the entire growing season and after attempting to thwart them using every
measure under the sun allowed by law, I had been soundly defeated. They bested me at every
turn, and I was not winning this conflict.
As the days grew colder and shorter, the groundhogs retired for their winter nap
confident, victorious, and plump. Though I had thus far been defeated, my resolve was
unbroken. Surveying the snow-covered battlefield, I vowed that I shall defend my garden,
4
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whatever the cost may be. I shall fight on the bean bush, I shall fight on the planting grounds, I
shall fight in the fields and in the beets, I shall fight in the dills; I Shall Never Surrender!
I retired to my winter war room to prepare my strategies for next year’s campaign. At
some point between redrawing battle plans and tacking photos of my enemy to corkboard, I came
across a backyard gardening forum online where a few users mentioned an innovative idea of
sharing their gardens with their backyard wild animals. Sharing? With Vermin? Preposterous I
thought. This had the air of surrender. Who in their right minds would share their vegetables
with the enemy? Despite being skeptical, I felt as though I had exhausted my other options and
for lack of any other possible solutions added this tactic to my list.
When Spring arrived, I conceded to an armistice to attempt this experiment in making
peace with my sworn foe. As my enemy slept, I planted fast-growing, low-value vegetables,
such as kale and salad bowl greens, on the perimeter of my battlefield while my high-ranking
crops held the high ground protected in the center of the square. Then, from the window of my
bedroom bunker, I watched and waited.
The groundhogs were completely taken in by my new tactics. My leafy green shock
troops provided the necessary diversion for my furry foe and held them back. After a longfought war, a mutually beneficial peace treaty had finally been established, and at last, I was able
to enjoy my cherry tomatoes and strawberries with minimal concessions to the groundhog
family. Considering my closest wild animal interactions before moving into this suburban
neighborhood were walks through urban parks with tree squirrels, pigeons, and seagulls begging
for handouts on well-manicured lawns, I was pleased that my first human-local wildlife conflict
was resolved successfully!
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With the groundhog war resolved, the power of creative problem-solving started to take
root in my mind. How and where might I expand upon this knowledge? I sought out a program
to provide me with a solid foundation to develop thinking and problem-solving strategies which
placed emphasis on practical techniques to apply to issues in my daily life. While researching
programs, I came across the Critical and Creative Thinking (CCT) graduate program at the
University of Massachusetts Boston. The program description aligned with the direction that I
wished to focus on in my study. I was drawn to the idea of building a strong set of tools to
increase my efficiency in my daily critical and creative thinking skills.
As I have progressed through the curriculum, my learning experience in the CCT
program has been rewarding and fulfilling. I came to realize that critical thinking is not about
being skeptical nor judgmental. Instead, it is a way of using reflective thinking to guide me
through making reasonable decisions. This revelation has redefined my daily decision-making
process from thoughtless quick-fix approaches to systemic tactics that employ root cause
analyses and plans for actionable solutions toward achieving long-term resolutions.
The Creative Thinking course has enabled me to approach problems from different angles
and to seek alternative solutions in familiar yet sometimes unorthodox places. In the process, I
also began to abandon many self-imposed restrictions and see alternate possibilities to problem
solving that earlier I would not have entertained.
With my newly acquired knowledge and tools from my CCT education, I began to
explore the opportunity to help my community as well as myself. I started to notice my
neighbors’ struggle to coexist with our local wildlife paralleled my own. Our shared issues and
concerns with the local wildlife provided an ideal foundation to build upon. I wondered what I, a
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suburban resident, could do to make a change in my community? If I could make a change, how
and in what way?
My answer came in the Spring of 2021, when I studied Action Research for Education,
Professional and Personal Change. I came to understand that a transformative social change
could happen with careful evaluation, self-reflection, dialogue with others, and a plan of action.
When engaging in this systematic methodology, I became aware that Action Research might be
of help in creating human-local wildlife coexistence in my neighborhood.
In this synthesis, I detail my journey as a novice Action Researcher. In the first section, I
present an overview regarding critical elements of the Action Research Process. I then explore
the meaning of wildlife and coexistence, evaluate the obstacles to current coexistence strategies,
and reflect on current coexistence approaches.
In the second section, I propose, plan, and design a synthesized practical framework
aimed at creating human-local wildlife coexistence. I provide a brief overview of Permaculture
and highlight my dialogues with two Permaculture experts who motivated me to pursue this
project further and advanced my understanding before proceeding with the pilot.
In the third section, I document my piloting process of the new synthesized practical
framework. This new framework will target my own backyard garden to tease out ideas. The
goal of this project is to use myself as an example allowing my neighbors as well as others who
are interested to copy my methods.
I conclude with an assessment of this synthesis and my personal development as a critical
and creative thinker and reflective practitioner throughout this project and the CCT educational
program.
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Note for this paper, although the setting is centered on a garden, this is not a “how-to”
nor “step-by-step” of suburban backyard gardening. Rather, it is a digest of my personal
expedition toward becoming a novice Action Researcher and finding a method to create
community change. I am asking my readers to join me on my journey to rethink our
relationships with nature, especially with our local wildlife. I also encourage my readers to
follow my practical approach to create a coexistent environment for ourselves and our local
wildlife.
I also acknowledge that environmental and wildlife issues are a large topic. For this
reason, whenever possible, I will try to narrow my focus to the micro-level of human-local
wildlife relations in my Northern New Jersey suburban neighborhood.
Without further delay, let us dive into my journey by first understanding the critical
elements of the Action Research Process.

Overview of the Action Research Process
“Action without reflection and understanding is blind, just as theory without action is
meaningless” (Reason and Bradbury, 2008, p.9).

Action Research was developed by Kurt Lewin in the 1940s with the mindset to foster
change in groups and communities. Lewin (1946) referred to Action Research as “comparative
research on the conditions and effects of various forms of social action, and research leading to
social action” (p.35). Action Research is not research to a theory. Rather, it is research for
transformative social change. It is this principal element that draws me into Action Research. It
is a self-investigative approach bridging quantitative and qualitative methodologies.
8
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It begins with an idea that you develop. The research process is the developmental
process of following through the idea, seeing how it goes, and continually checking
whether it is in line with what you wish to happen. Seen in this way, action research is a
form of self evaluation (McNiff, 2010, p. 8-9).

When I first learned about the Action Research Process, I was intrigued by its cyclical
framework. It has a beginning, but it can be an open-ended process where practitioners continue
the cycles of the Action Research Process until desirable outcomes have been reached.
Moreover, unlike other social science research which may employ linear approaches, the cycles
of the Action Research Process do not progress in any one direction to the next. Practitioners are
encouraged to move backwards and forwards between steps when new insights emerge during
the process. Reflection and dialogue are then utilized to revisit and revise the ideas of the project
before implementation.
The basic framework of Action Research goes through cycles of evaluation, proposing
and planning of the action, and implementation of the action. Within the basic framework of the
Action Research Process, there are three cycles: reflection and dialogue epicycle, looking ahead
epicycle, and constituency building cycle (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Cycles and Epicycles of Action Research (Taylor and Szteiter, 2019, p. 33).

Reflection and dialogue epicycle can happen at any point during the process.
Practitioners reflect and listen to the dialogues of themselves and others where new insights can
emerge. This epicycle also leads practitioners to revisit and revise their ideas, conduct further
inquiries, and propose actions for further changes.
Looking ahead epicycle is where practitioners envision their projects. It serves as a
checkpoint to ensure different elements have been addressed before deciding what actions to
carry out. It also allows practitioners to unearth obstacles and assumptions that were overlooked
during the planning process. Revision is part of the looking ahead epicycle, after new insights
emerge, practitioners can move backward to refine the proposal before implementation of the
action if they choose to.
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The Constituency-building cycle happens throughout the entire process, encouraging
others to buy-in to the action proposal, or better yet, getting others on board as co-creators of the
project sharing a congruent mindset.
Through the Action Research Process, the practitioner’s broad idea becomes more
refined, and a viable proposal can be developed. In addition, after completing a cycle, the
practitioner takes stock of what works and what requires modification before the next cycle
begins. These are the critical aspects of the Action Research Process I utilize in this synthesized
project.

Section 1: Background Inquiry, Evaluation, and Reflection and Dialogue of the current
situation

In my suburban neighborhood, I have found that many of my neighbors claim to enjoy
the natural scenery our community provides, at the same time complaining about the appearance
of wildlife on their properties. This led to some thought-provoking questions. When we choose
to live in the suburbs to be closer to and enjoy nature in our own backyards, why do we then
have problems with the creatures who are part of this environment? Why do we resist the idea of
coexistence with our backyard wildlife? Do we desire to be surrounded by nature but only on
our terms and if we are in control of it? What can we do to provide new avenues to rethink
human-local wildlife relationships? These questions formed the foundation of my investigation
and became the cornerstone of this paper.
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Exploration of Definitions
One of the vital elements I have learned from my CCT education is the importance of
definition. Clear and well-defined terminology leads to a clearer understanding of the issues at
hand to facilitate further thinking and insights that eventually lead to solutions.

Are groundhogs wildlife?
In recent years, the concerns regarding endangered animals and methods of saving them
have been widely discussed. Without a doubt, endangered wild creatures should be protected.
But I have also noticed that despite facing a similar situation of declining natural habitats due to
the expansion of suburbanization, the public pays much less attention to the plight of our
suburban backyard local wildlife than they do endangered species. To make matters worse, if
the local wild creatures are considered at all they are often thought of only as invasive pests.
I started to wonder, are the groundhogs who are sharing my lettuce wildlife? How about
those birds picking worms in my backyard? Although they are not endangered animals like
jaguars in Brazil, these creatures in my backyard are undomesticated animals and should be
considered as part of the wildlife domain.
The definition of wildlife is “living things and especially mammals, birds, and fishes that
are neither human nor domesticated” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). When I dug deeper into the first
part of this definition, it could be expanded further by including Invertebrates, such as spiders,
earthworms, and bees; Amphibians, such as frogs and salamanders; Reptiles, such as snakes and
turtles. To put it simply, although neither exotic nor on endangered species lists, the wild
creatures that appear in my backyard are undomesticated and can be identified as wildlife.
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Based on the definition provided and my past few years of observation, the most
commonly seen wild animals in my outdoor garden are songbirds, white-tailed deer, groundhogs,
raccoons, and occasionally a few butterflies and bees. These wild creatures are not as rare nor as
exciting as jaguars; however, that does not mean they should receive less consideration. For this
project, I will refer to these wild animals as local wildlife to further separate them from other less
seen local wild animals, such as black bears, coyotes, and red foxes in my neighborhood.
Seeking a definition of local wildlife led me to think deeper into the issue of human-local
wildlife relations. When we look closer into our outdoor environment, local wildlife is
everywhere. From American Robins tugging earthworms out of the grass to tree squirrels
picking up tree nuts in the park, these creatures are our everyday local wildlife. This is
especially true in a suburban neighborhood where birds foraging in our yards are a common
sight. Yet, songbirds are the only wildlife that many of us welcome by providing food and
shelter with open arms. Most animals that surround us such as raccoons or groundhogs are
considered to be nothing but pests. In a simple internet search for groundhogs or raccoons, the
top results all pointed to their negative impacts on properties and removal methods. Thus, it begs
the question: why can’t we coexist?

Why can’t we coexist?
During my research inquiry, I found that despite conservationists urging the public to be
mindful about the need to coexist with our local wildlife to protect our environment, the
definition of “coexistence” was inconsistent even among conservationists. Merriam-Webster
(n.d.) defines coexist as “to exist together or at the same time” or “to live in peace with each
other especially as a matter of policy.” Unfortunately, this dictionary definition does not provide
13
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much information beyond two objects, in this case, humans and local-wildlife, peacefully
existing simultaneously in the same location. Unsatisfied with this dictionary definition, I sought
help from researchers in the domain of wildlife conservation.
Knox et al. (2020) conducted a literature review study to find the definition of
coexistence in the domain of wildlife conservation. They reviewed 392 papers focused on
wildlife conservation research in Africa. Within 392 papers, 181 papers contained the term
coexistence. The surprising discovery was that within these 181 papers, only 3 papers defined
the term coexistence within their own contexts. Their findings echoed Marchini et al.’s (2021)
concern, “the challenge with this, however, is that ‘coexistence’ is a very vague vision and can
mean many different things to different people in different contexts” (p. 2). Is coexistence
simply an ambiguous vision that anyone can interpret in any way they wish? These findings led
to even more confusion when conservationists were directly asked to define coexistence and had
great difficulty in providing a clear definition.
Glikman1 et al. (2021) organized two World Café workshops in Namibia with 20
participants and in Ontario with 36 participants to study the definition of “coexistence,”
“tolerance,” and “acceptance” in a real-life context. The participants felt that the definition of
coexistence could be flexible depending on the contextual dimensions. However, they pointed
out that the term coexistence has a more positive connotation than tolerance and acceptance.
They concluded that people chose to tolerate wildlife simply because they did not have any other
choice. For the concept of acceptance, the participants indicated that it was a step above
tolerance because the value of the wildlife was appreciated; however, acceptance did not
promote the idea of coexistence. Their findings were inconclusive but did find that different
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participants had different perspectives on these three terms and varied most widely on the term
coexistence.
Continuing my quest in defining coexistence, I found Pooley et al.’s (2020) definition of
coexistence in human-wildlife context developed from Carter and Linnell (2016) provides a
much more concrete idea. Coexistence means “a sustainable though dynamic state, where
humans and wildlife coadapt [sic] to sharing landscapes and human interactions with wildlife are
effectively governed to ensure wildlife populations persist in socially legitimate ways that ensure
tolerable risk levels” (Pooley et al., 2020, p. 785).
This definition of coexistence adds weight to an element that most others do not:
tolerable risk levels. Ignoring potential risk factors and simply pushing the ideology of a “riskfree fairy tale” and “absence of conflict” approach can only hinder the goal of human-local
wildlife coexistence. After assessing all these aspects, Pooley et al.’s (2020) definition of
coexisting with the understanding of risk will be used for this synthesis.
Clarifying the definitions of wildlife and coexistence left me with more questions. Where
does our negative attitude come from? Is it due to a misconception about our local wildlife?
Have researchers looked into the root causes of our resentment? These questions led me to
further my investigation into what researchers had done in the domain of human-local wildlife
coexistence.
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What Others Had Done Before Me?

Potential obstacles between human and local wildlife
Human-local wildlife conflict (HWC) occurs when humans are negatively impacted by
wildlife’s needs and behaviors (Nyhus, 2016; Mekonen, 2020). According to different studies,
property and crop damages and fears of human safety (Messmer, 2000; Treves et al., 2006) were
often cited as the root causes of HWC. Unquestionably, negative experiences of property and
crop damage are some of the common arguments for opposing the local wildlife. However, the
results of my preliminary research left me even more perplexed. If HWC is merely about
safeguarding agriculture, property, and individuals, then applying proper tactics to target those
specific issues should have resolved the conflict by now. Nevertheless, the conservationists’
efforts have failed to resolve HWC. These inexplicable findings led me to dig deeper into the
root causes of HWC.
Dickman’s (2010) study of HWC provides an alternative perspective on HWC. Dickman
points out that direct wildlife damage might not be the actual reason for human-wildlife hostility.
Instead, deep-seated beliefs, such as folklore regarding some wild species, can strongly influence
negative perceptions and play a crucial role in resentment toward local wildlife. Dickman’s
explanation seems to be reinforced by one of my neighbors’ arguments against the local wildlife.
He claims that wild creatures would spread disease. He also fears that wild animals would attack
his family and pets. Yet, when asked for his reasoning, he provides hearsay third-party stories
about wild animal attacks and disease jumping from wild animals to humans without any
tangible evidence or reference to back it.
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My neighbor’s counter-proposition to coexisting with local wildlife regarding the concern
of zoonotic infectious diseases which are transmissible to human beings is a common argument.
Undeniably, zoonotic infectious diseases are a major public health concern. Nevertheless, in
opposition to my neighbor’s beliefs, researchers assert that increasing species diversity in our
surroundings might be the key to reducing the risk of human exposure to both new and
established zoonotic infectious diseases (Keesing et al., 2009; Keesing et al., 2010; Kilpatrick et
al., 2017; Keesing & Ostfeld, 2021).
Looking broadly at HWC research, a pattern emerges among the publications. I have
noticed that a disproportionate number of studies fixate on the negative rather than positive
aspects of human-local wildlife interactions. I doubt interactions between humans and local
wildlife are as unbalanced as publications present them to be, but this bias may be contributing to
the prejudice currently held in the community. I have witnessed my neighbors spend time
feeding birds and tree squirrels in our local park, and those interactions did not seem negative.
While I concur that it is necessary to examine the reasons behind HWC to seek ways to solve
those conflicts, I firmly believe that concentrating on the unfavorable position of the human-local
wildlife relationship will not help cultivate positive perceptions.
I would also like to point out that the frequent use of the term “conflict” may also be
problematic. The dictionary definition of conflict is “competitive or opposing action of
incompatibles: antagonistic state or action (as of divergent ideas, interests, or persons)”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d., Definition 1). The connotation of the word automatically orients our
mind toward negative characteristics of events when we describe human-local wildlife relations.
The conflict-oriented mindsets become part of the challenge for coexisting with our local
wildlife (Peterson et al., 2010; Pooley et al., 2020). Peterson et al. (2010) argued that using the
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term HWC “constrains the way problems are defined and limits the array of potential solutions
available” (p. 79) and did not help in creating a coexistence attitude.
Even though researchers did not suggest any positive vocabulary to facilitate human-local
wildlife relationships, I would propose the substitution of the word “conflict” with “relations” to
refer to human-local wildlife relationship. My reason being that the word (relations) conveys a
neutral tone, adding neither positive nor negative emotions. It can help steer our minds away
from the negative and accept the positive aspects of the human-local wildlife relationship.

Positive characteristics of human-local wildlife interaction
Roger Ulrich (1984) presented studies in which he examined the effects of the natural
environment on mental health. His work revealed that post-surgical patients who had a view of
outdoor greenery recovered faster and experienced less discomfort than those with a view of a
brick wall. More importantly, the nurses who cared for them reported fewer negative evaluation
comments from the patients with the view of natural scenes (Ulrich, 1984).
Since Ulrich’s 1984 study, a growing body of research shows that exposure to the natural
environment has positive influences human mental wellbeing, including reducing psychological
stress levels (Ulrich et al., 1991; Largo-Wight et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2012; Ewert &
Chang, 2018); improving attention (Berto, 2005; Berman et al., 2008; Bratman et al., 2015;
Schertz & Berman, 2019); and increasing positive emotion (Mayer et al., 2009). In addition,
White et al. (2019) discovered that spending at least 120 minutes a week in a natural
environment can increase beneficial effects on our health and wellbeing. This research echoed
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an early study that people who live in a neighborhood with more green space have a lower risk of
Type 2 Diabetes (Astell-Burt et al., 2013).
While delighted to discover these research findings confirm my beliefs in the positive
characteristics of natural environments to human wellbeing, I noticed that none of this research
specifically talked about wild animals within this outdoor greenery. Looking deeper into it, I
found that it is not until recent years that the value of local wildlife for health and wellbeing has
been taken into consideration.
Although it is a relatively new domain, a growing amount of evidence suggests the
benefits of local wildlife to our well-being in reducing depression and anxiety levels (Goddard et
al., 2013; Berman et al., 2012; Coventry et al., 2021). Furthermore, a more direct engagement
with local wildlife could help our overall health well-being (Brock et al., 2015; Mumaw et al.,
2017). Some research pointed out that simply having a greater variety of bird species in our
backyard could lift our moods (Dallime et al., 2012), and listening to the birds’ sounds could
reduce our stress and restore our attention fatigue (Ratcliffe et al., 2013).
These research findings reinforced my assumption that coexisting with our local wildlife
directly contributes to human well-being. I find it remarkable that researchers have only recently
begun to associate the benefits of local wildlife to our health. Many people spend their
weekends taking short but leisurely visits to the local forest to be close to nature, where they
watch squirrels’ silly antics and listen to birds’ songs. I believe that we undervalue even the
small, seemingly insignificant, positive characteristics of local wildlife interactions, instead
placing undue emphasis on the negative, and that it is part of the problem.
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What Are the Current Approaches?
When reviewing many current human-local wildlife coexistence approaches, I noticed an
incompatibility between current conservationists’ methods and the reality observed in my
neighborhood. Many existing coexistence approaches employ linear methods in which
researchers gather information, present their viewpoints, and provide conceptual methods for
creating coexistence principles and policies for the public. While I concede that these
researchers certainly have a great depth of knowledge in their fields, it troubles me that the
voices of relevant stakeholders, in this case the residents, are not involved in the process of
creating coexistence within their environment. My suspicion was confirmed through dialogue
exchanges with some of my neighbors. They expressed their frustration with the current
mandated wildlife coexistence policies in which they had no choice but to tolerate local wildlife.
Continuing on my mission to find an appropriate coexistence method, I came upon
Pooley’s (2021) suggestion of “a set of design principles may be more productive, providing
they work across multiple levels; of governance, policy, management, and research” (p. 2).

Coexistence is out there in the world already, in all its diversity to be learned from. It
exists independently of recognition and attention in the academic literature. It is perhaps
best not constrained by strict definitions, or standards, or regulations dependent on these.
Frameworks, principles, and guidelines may have to suffice for the concept to evolve
(Pooley, 2021, p. 3).

Reflecting on my research inquiry, many authors promote the concept of coexistence with local
wildlife, but few provide a practical structure aimed at the grassroots level for us to follow and
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adapt. So often, we are left with mere slogans masquerading as concepts: “To save our
environment, we need to coexist with our local wildlife.”, or “It is our duty to protect local
wildlife.”, etc. I agree that we need to protect our environment and local wildlife, but there is
little to nothing that these hollow slogans provide in guidance to achieve practical solutions.
In addition, Marchini et al. (2021) argued that the current linear and researcher-directed
approach in which relevant stakeholders had no voice in the policymaking created a gap between
theory and reality. Based on my personal experiences with my neighbors, I could not agree more
with this perspective. To cultivate a positive human-local wildlife relationship, I believe that
relevant stakeholders’ voices and feelings must be considered in the process of creating a humanlocal wildlife coexistence environment.

Section 2: My Proposal

A Synthesized Practical Approach
In 1978, Bill Mollison and David Holmgren coined the term Permaculture for their
research into land management. The term is a contraction of the words “Permanent” and
“Agriculture.” Since then, Permaculture has continued to expand to encompass more than its
initial scope of land management. Currently the contraction PermaCulture can also be used to
represent “Permanent Culture” as it has been widely applied and adapted to different domains in
society to create sustainable living.
I was introduced to Permaculture in the Fall of 2021. Since discovering it, I have been
fully immersed in its philosophy. I found its concepts of reasoning to be very similar to the CCT
educational approach. Both demand a holistic way of thinking and require that you seek
21
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alternative viewpoints through thoughtful evaluation and reflection that lead to purposeful
actions. Permaculture has many facets, so for this paper, I give a brief overview of
Permaculture, its evolution, and its design process. As a side note that I will elaborate further
upon later, its design process is similar to the Action Research Process in which both
methodologies ask for action-oriented, self-investigative, and cyclical approaches.

Overview of Permaculture
“You don't have a snail problem; you have a duck deficiency.”
Bill Mollison, the co-developer of Permaculture.

Mollison (2009), in his “Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual,” explained the
Permaculture Design Process as “a system of assembling conceptual, material, and strategic
components in a pattern which functions to benefit life in all its forms” (p. ix). After spending
decades working in remote areas of Australia, Mollison had a vision of creating sustainable and
ethical farming techniques to improve the modern agricultural practices that had disrupted the
structure and quality of the soil. Permaculture was his answer to regenerate the damaged
farmland. It is a holistic approach that employs a conscious process, careful observation and
evaluation, and purposeful action.

The philosophy behind permaculture is one of working with, rather than against, nature;
of protracted and thoughtful observation rather than protracted and thoughtless action; of
looking at systems in all their functions, rather than asking only one yield of them; and of
allowing systems to demonstrate their own evolutions (Mollison, 2009, ix).
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In her 2012 book “People & Permaculture”, Macnamara gave a more vibrant and
relatable definition of Permaculture as it relates to our daily life:

From this initial step of accepting responsibility and taking action further leaps of
empowerment become possible. Permaculture gives us the ability to look for the
positives in any situation and create solutions. By thinking holistically and seeking the
most productive and least polluting options we can provide yields for ourselves and
protect resources for future generations (p.3).

Macnamara’s (2012) explanation moves Permaculture beyond concepts of land and
natural resource management and into the domain of daily activities. Permaculture empowers
laypeople with a solution-oriented and activity-conscious process. It is a grassroots movement
where individuals actively take responsibility to make changes to their lives while always being
cognizant of the effect these changes have on the environment that surrounds them.

Permaculture’s three ethics values and twelve principles
At the core of the Permaculture Design Process lay three fundamental values: Earth Care
(provision for all life systems to continue), People Care (provision of necessary resources for
humanity), and Fair Share (everyone’s need should be met, or surplus should be returned to the
system.) The three ethics values are the guiding tool when we employ Permaculture Design in
developing projects.
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The integration of the three ethics of Permaculture are easily visualized as three circles in
an overlapping Venn diagram. In practice, if only one or none of the criteria are met, this is an
unacceptable solution. If two are met, the solution may be viable as a stopgap measure while
pursuing a better course of action, but it is only when all three conditions have been met and can
be maintained that you may say that you have an acceptable solution.
To further refine these three values, Holmgren (2011) integrated twelve principles to help
put permaculture into practice and provoke further thinking (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Permaculture Principles. (n.d.). https://permacultureprinciples.com/resources/freedownloads/ – Creative Commons license CC BY-NC-ND 2.5 AU

Twelve Permaculture Principles:
1. Observe & Interact.
2. Catch and Store Energy.
3. Obtain a Yield.
4. Self-regulate & Accept Feedback.
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5. Use & Value Renewable.
6. Produce No Waste.
7. Design from Pattern to Detail.
8. Integrate.
9. Use Small & Slow Solutions.
10. Use & Value Diversity.
11. Use Edges & Value the Marginal.
12. Creatively Use & Respond to Change.
These twelve principles help to put ideas into practice for living in sync with nature. The
Permaculture Principles do not have to apply all at once. Instead, depending on the context of
the project, practitioners are encouraged to apply only those principles that would be related to
their projects. For this project, as a novice Permaculture practitioner myself, I only utilize the
principles that I felt would move my project forward.

Inclusive Approach
As I now had a firm comprehension of Permaculture’s purpose and principles, I sought
proof in practice. I found it in Sarah Anderson, the founder of the Popes Produce, a market
garden based in NSW, Australia, who has been putting Permaculture into practice for over ten
years. Her initial pursuit for personal growth has blossomed into an organization that provides
both education as well as physical sustenance for the community. In an interview with me,
Anderson shared her journey from novice backyard gardener to Permaculture practitioner.
Anderson explained the importance of her neighbors’ inclusion in her project. Through
collaboration with her neighbors, listening to concerns and opinions, and exchanging ideas, they
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have created a shared vision for their community that benefits flora, fauna, and humanity alike.
Anderson currently hosts on-site workshops providing one-on-one guidance to spread the
exchange of ideas and thoughts beyond the borders of her immediate community. (S. Anderson,
personal communication, October 24, 2021).
I was motivated by Anderson’s journey and how she uses her backyard food garden to
inspire and work with her neighbors. Instead of creating a massive social movement, she uses an
individual approach where she invites members of her community to exchange their ideas and
create a shared vision. I appreciated her idea of taking small and slow steps toward changes
rather than a giant leap to achieve the goal. I was determined to incorporate her methods by
inviting my neighbors to see and experience my process in my garden.

Creating a Positive Social Change through Permaculture
In his 2011 book “Permaculture: Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability,” David
Holmgren explained:

The process of providing for people’s needs in more sustainable ways requires a cultural
revolution, but to propose such a step as a prerequisite can alienate people and inhibit
productive steps toward personal and social change. Permaculture has avoided some of
the obstacles and opposition that revolutionary ideas encounter. The Permaculture
movement and the rudimentary public understanding of Permaculture show that it is
possible for complex, abstract and revolutionary ideas to exercise influence through
positive grassroots processes (p. xxi).
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Permaculture is about encouraging change that results in positive outcomes for all parties
involved. Instead of excluding objectionable aspects of the world that we do not want, we can
reinforce aspects of the world that we do want to accomplish the same goals. If this is done
fulfilling all three tenets, all should profit, and balance should be kept. I became curious to know
how Permaculture could contribute to positive changes in a denser more urban community, akin
to my Tri-State Metro area.
When conducting a search, I discovered that person closer to home and the CCT program
than I could have anticipated. I took the initiative and contacted Daniel Bensonoff,
Sustainability Coordinator of Campus Gardens at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
Permaculture Initiative. I had an insightful interview with him where he shared valuable
experiences in which Permaculture created a positive social change in the Boston community.
Our dialogue started with Bensonoff explaining that one of the critical elements in
utilizing Permaculture in gardening is to shift our mindset away from controlling nature. He
clarified that we must “expect to experience some loss every year due to pests, animals, and
disease” (D. Bensonoff, personal communication, February 4, 2022). One suggestion was to
look to the past to employ a new way of thinking: noting that some Native Americans planned
for a yield for consumption, a yield for seeds for the next season, and a yield for the animals. It
is necessary to start with the understanding that some loss is inevitable. It is important to
critically observe the situation to judge when and how aggressively to intervene to minimize that
loss.
When asked, “How does Permaculture connect a community?,” Bensonoff replied that
there have been many different ways in which Permaculture has been used to connect people. A
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lot of it is about sharing resources and surpluses. We all have a surplus of something. You
might have a surplus of time. You might have a surplus of land. You might have a surplus of
money. We need to find ways in which we can access each of our surpluses and make it
available to the community to create resilience networks to help each other and find common
ground. In Boston, working with local neighbors who oftentimes did not know each other well,
by organizing and asking them “What would you like to see here? What is Your vision?,” it
empowered them to realize that they actually could change something within their own
neighborhood and gave them something tangible to do to contribute to their own basic needs.
That has all sorts of ripple effects when you do that, kids start coming out and meeting each
other, relationships start to form, and everyone is able to bring whatever assets they have. If you
are an Artist, you might find a way to incorporate your artwork. If you are a Carpenter, you
incorporate your carpentry and that is what happened in a lot of the sites in Boston. The
neighbors all wanted to offer something. It was a testament to what can happen with no money
and volunteerism. Permaculture challenges our capitalist, privatized, commodified culture and
tries to find areas where there might be space to create something that is public or more in the
commons, working outside a more conventional monetary economy.
Bensonoff’s personal experience of positive change by utilizing Permaculture confirmed
that transformative social change could happen when residents are united with a positive,
sharing, goal-oriented mindset.

Initial Design: Integrating Action Research Process and Permaculture Design Process
In the process of designing the new synthesized practical framework, I found Aranya’s
(2021) Permaculture Design Process to be strikingly similar to the cycle of the Action Research
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Process. I experimented with the idea of superimposing Action Research (Figure 1) on top of the
Permaculture Design Process to create a basic framework. To provide a practical method for
engaging in critical and creative thinking, each stage of the framework utilizes either a critical
analysis or creative problem-solving tool: Mind Mapping, 6 Thinking Hats, SCAMPER, KAQF,
Plus-Delta Feedback, and Process Journal. Moreover, to further facilitate the thinking process,
each stage is paired with a Permaculture Principle (PP) as a thinking guide (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Initial Synthesized Practical Framework by superimposing Action Research on top of
the Permaculture Design Process

This synthesized practical framework mimics the methodology of Action Research with
added values from the Permaculture Design Process. The process is cyclical in nature. After
completing a cycle, practitioners reflect on and evaluate the change to create modifications as
needed before repeating the cycle. Echoing Marchini et al.’s (2021) request for considering the
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voice of relevant stakeholders in creating a human-local wildlife coexistence approach, the
constituency-building cycle is put at the center of the process.
After the initial design, I was looking for a way to make this new framework memorable.
Then, I remembered a Northern Red Oak Tree in my garden. Immediately, an “aha” moment
reminded me of Metaphorical Thinking in the CCT’s Creative Thinking course. Metaphorical
Thinking is a creative problem-solving tool that allows the users to look at things in a new and
different way. By comparing two dissimilar concepts, new insight can emerge. This powerful
tool also helps explain new and unfamiliar concepts with something understandable.
As I began making connections between the Northern Red Oak Tree in my backyard and
the new integrated practical framework, an Oak Tree Analogy (See Appendix A) started to
coalesce in my mind. I wanted to use an Oak Tree’s familiar image as a metaphor to provide a
concrete picture to understand this new framework. Thus, I decided to call this new synthesized
practical framework: Oak Tree Framework.

Looking ahead epicycle and Final Design: 5+1 Stages of The Oak Tree Framework
Despite the initial design being done, I was uncertain if this Oak Tree Framework would
be understandable to others. Therefore, I took advantage of the in-class Work-in-Progress
Presentation as my Looking ahead epicycle to evaluate this new integrated practical framework.
It pleased me that the Oak Tree Framework was well-received, and the feedback from my peers
and advisor was encouraging. To gain further insight, I reached out to one of my peers privately
after the presentation. She questioned, “Do your neighbors already know the cyclical approach
of Action Research? If not, are you going to explain to them how the cycles and processes
work?” Through our dialogue, she suggested breaking down the Oak Tree Framework into
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different stages to help illustrate and simplify the process. Reflecting on the suggestions from
my peer, it occurred to me that I falsely assumed that my neighbors would automatically
understand the cyclical process of the Oak Tree Framework. As I was so intimately involved
and deeply invested in the project, it did not occur to me that further explanation would be
needed for clarification. To correct this critical oversight, I revised the framework with a 5+1
Stages layout to provide clarity of the Oak Tree Framework (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Final design of the Oak Tree Framework in 5+1 Stages layout

The idea behind this 5+1 Stages is that by following the steps of the 5+1 critical analysis
or creative problem-solving practical tool I have created; practitioners are progressing through
the cycle of my Oak Tree Framework. This is an attempt to simplify or restate the cycles and the
processes of my framework into a more digestible format. In addition, I added the constituency-
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building cycle as a Plus. This is a reminder that constituency-building can happen during any
stage. For now, the design of this new synthesized practical framework was done.

Section 3: Implementation. The Piloting Study

This piloting took place in my backyard area starting at the tail-end of Winter 2021. The
goal of this piloting was to take stock of what worked well and what modification the framework
required. I documented this piloting in chronological order at each stage and applied the critical
analysis and creative problem-solving practical tools alongside the Permaculture Principles as
my thinking guide.

Stage 1: Mapping my mind?
To start the piloting, I began by thoughtfully evaluating and observing the backyard
gardening area. For this, I allotted one week worth of observation as a baseline. Every day for
that week, I would spend about 30 minutes mindfully using the Observe and interact
Permaculture Principle on the backyard garden environment. I recorded the species of birds,
animals, and the existing vegetation in the garden. Due to the season, the local wildlife was
sparse. To increase interaction with the backyard birds, I set out bird seed and water for them.
As I continued to observe, I noticed a greater variety of birds were visiting the bird feeder and
the water bowl.
After the observation and interaction activity was complete, I used Mind Map, developed
by Tony Buzan in the 1960s, to organize the collected data. Mind Map is an aid to organizing
information by mapping out a diagram and allowing users to utilize creativity to develop ideas
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beyond their current knowledge. It starts from the center of an idea and provides a clear physical
structure to expose and expand possible new directions. As a result, new insights begin to
emerge and provide new paths to seek further information. Mind Map helps to show how
different facts and ideas could be related.
For this project, since my primary concern was the local wildlife, I put it in the center and
slowly expanded it with a variety of birds and bugs that I saw during my observation week.
Then, to expand the map, I asked myself, “what more do I want to know about these birds and
bugs?” While trying to tease out new directions, I started noticing a pattern. The new path
pointed me to their diet. I immediately researched the diets of different birds and bugs and
expanded the map (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Mind Map created on April 14, 2022

Mind Map helps to highlight the facts (my observed birds and bugs), shows the overall
structure of the topic (local wildlife), and its relative importance of individual parts of it (their
diets). Now, I was able to see more connections among different wild creatures in my garden
through a food hierarchy.

Stage 2: Which hat should I wear?
Before the CCT program, I thought reflection was only a passive recollection of a past
event. Now I recognize that reflection is a critical thinking process of examining and making
sense of what has happened. Carol Rodgers (2002) explained that reflection “is what enables us
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to make sense of and attribute value to the events of our lives (p. 848). The mean-making
process allows the user to deeply understand one experience and learn from it. In other words,
appropriate action that targets the issues can be generated by allowing myself to reflect on my
thoughts and feelings, making meaning of them, and examining the past experience. It is a
conscious thinking process that gives meaning and direction for growth. It goes beyond looking
at the past and analyzing the results. Instead, this new knowledge of past events would be
utilized during the reflection process to seek out further actions to address the situation.
For this project, I employed one of my favorite analysis tools, 6 Thinking Hats, as the
reflection tool. 6 Thinking Hats was created by Edward de Bono in 1985. The unique feature of
the 6 Thinking Hats is that it represents 6 different ways of thinking. Although the ultimate
purpose of 6 Thinking Hats is to guide users to make better decisions, I found 6 Thinking Hat
also helpful when I struggled to reflect clearly.
With the Self-regulate and Accept Feedback Permaculture Principle in my mind, I put on
my 6 Thinking Hats to reflect on my past experiences (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: 6 Thinking Hats for reflecting on my past gardening season

I started with my White Hat, which asked for facts and knowledge. I knew that I had
mulberry trees in my garden. Pollinators were attracted to the flowers. Birds, small mammals,
and I loved mulberries. With my Red Hat on, I was allowed to express my emotions and
feelings. I was happy to see butterflies flying from flowers to flowers. I was excited to see a few
deer trying to reach out to eat the mulberries, and I laughed while watching their silly acts.
Immediately, I changed to my Yellow Hat to reflect on the positivity of having a variety of local
wildlife in my garden. Pollinators helped to pollinate the flowers. Backyard birds and small
mammals helped to provide their bio-pest control services. Now, putting my caution Black Hat
on, I started to reveal the negatives of the past season. Thinking through it, I remembered that
my blueberries were eaten alive by snails! I was not happy with this problem. I quickly put on
my Green Hat to find possible creative solutions. Well, should I employ some ducks? Sadly, my
town does not allow backyard poultry. How about attracting more backyard birds and small
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mammals who love snails? By growing vegetables for local wildlife, they would come to my
garden and help me with the snails’ problems! Finally, I put my Blue Hat on to process my
thinking. I summarized all the attitudes and realized that increasing the biodiversity in the
garden would be the best step. Various local wildlife help protect my garden from harmful pests,
and pollinators help pollinate the mulberry flowers. As a result, there would be more fruits for
me and the local wildlife.
Using 6 Thinking Hats for reflection was fun and effective. It provided me with different
paths to reflect on a past event and gather different perspectives. Of course, there were positive
ones, such as Red Hat and Yellow Hat. Even though Black Hat represented a negative realm, it
also helped unearth issues that required fixing or improvement. With my Blue Hat that
summarized my different perspectives, I could effectively create a proposal and plan of action
accordingly.

Stage 3: Brainstorming
Having the Design from Pattern to Detail Permaculture Principle in my mind, I turned to
SCAMPER in assisting the design process.
SCAMPER is a creative brainstorming tool that helps generate novel ideas to improve
existing products or to create new ones. The original technique was developed by Alex Osborn
with sets of brainstorming questions to facilitate creativity in problem-solving. It was later, Bob
Eberle arranged Osborn’s questions to form the SCAMPER acronym (Luenendonk, 2019).
SCAMPER represents seven techniques: Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify/Magnify, Put to
other use, Eliminate, and Reverse/Rearrange. Each one directs the attention to particular aspects
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of the problem and potential sources of a solution. A better idea often comes through when we
take apart the product or an idea one issue at a time (Figure 7).
What could I Substitute? Instead of having a well-manicured lawn, I could let the
wildflowers bloom. Many wildflowers are filled with nectar that will attract pollinators.
What could I Combine? I could combine different plants and flowers according to
various attributes, such as plant sizes, colors, and season of interest. Hence, more local wildlife
would be attached to the garden.
What could I Adapt? My plants should be adapted to my climate location. Instead of
having plants that would not do well in my planting zone, I should look for native plants adapted
well to the local environment.
What could I Modify/Magnify? I could modify the soil texture by composting with
organic materials. Leaving yard debris covering the garden would also improve soil conditions.
Moreover, yard debris was an essential food for earthworms. As a result, it would also magnify
the populations of earthworms in the garden.
What could I Put in other use? Besides enjoying their songs, put backyard birds as biopest controllers. Provide them with food and shelter, they would come to my garden and prevent
snail infestation.
What could I Eliminate? Eliminate water the thirsty lawn! I should focus on growing
native flowers and plants that require less water.
What could I Rearrange or Reverse? Problem is Solution. Mulberry trees create a lot
of shade (problem). I could grow plants that require partial or complete shade (solution).
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Figure 7: SCAMPER for creating a local wildlife-inclusive suburban outdoor garden

SCAMPER allowed me to understand that new creations can emerge by simply
modifying existing things around us. I also started to see how different elements could
interconnect with each other to form a bigger picture. For example, by replacing well-manicured
lawns, we can increase biodiversity in the garden and help conserve water. With this new
insight, I revisited my observed data from Stage 1, carefully evaluated different existing
elements, and included them in my design.
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Stage 4: Looking ahead?
After the planning was done, I conducted another round of evaluation and observation
(Stage 1) to assess the current situation in the garden as well as observing the local wildlife
activities in that area. Even though there was still activity at the bird feeders, I noticed that many
more birds chose to dig the ground for worms and bugs. I was happy and thankful for their pest
control services.
To make sure I was on the right track with the Creativity Use and Respond to Change
Permaculture Principle as my thinking guide, I utilized KAQF to assess my action plan. KAQF
represents these four questions:
K: What do I Know? Or what knowledge do I claim to know about?
A: What Actions could people or I pursue on the basis of accepting this knowledge?
Q: Questions for inquiry.
F: How to Find this out? This can include methods or steps that can lead us to find the
answers for our inquiry.
KAQF does not have a defined starting point nor sequence. For example, if I have a
proposed Action, this can be put in first. Then, this proposed Action needs to be verified by
Knowledge. The next step is to identify what more I need to know to support this knowledge
claim and how I might Find out the answer to the Question.
For this project, I knew that bumblebee numbers were declining (Knowledge). In this
case, I could take upon myself to help reestablish their populations (Action). Now, how could I
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help them out? (Question). These questions directed me to further investigate into bumblebees’
habitat, so my garden would help them to thrive (Finding) (Figure 8).

Figure 8: KAQF for local wildlife-inclusive suburban outdoor garden

KAQF is not limited to one set of questions. I found that this tool is exceptionally useful
to explore new direction when I had an idea but did not know how to proceed.
Before this piloting, I thought the looking ahead epicycle could be a waste of time. If I
had already done my research inquiry and evaluation, why would I pause my project and think
about how it would run. Nevertheless, by utilizing KAQF, I found the value in the looking ahead
epicycle, which provided a place for me to stop and revisit my action plans before going full
steam ahead.
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With the help of KAQF, I started to envision all the butterflies and bees buzzing in my
garden, and all the fruit I would enjoy. I even daydreamed about making fresh fruit jams to share
with my neighbors while telling them about my garden. Nevertheless, before having fresh fruit, I
needed to take care of the garden for this growing season. Instead of mindlessly cleaning up and
pulling weeds, I only worked on a small area where I wanted to have new flowers and vegetables
for this season. I wanted to experiment with the Permaculture way of gardening by allowing
nature to thrive.

Surprise!?! Constituency-Building with neighbors
My neighbor stopped by when she saw me working on my garden. I explained the
project I was working on and my dreams of fresh fruit jams to her. After I finished, she told me
that there was a neighborhood group where people share pictures of flowers and wild animals.
She gave me the contact information and urged me to join.
At that moment, I did not know what to do. I was not prepared to connect with others at
this stage. My initial idea was to work through as many stages of my Oak Tree Framework on
my own before inviting others to the project. I was uncertain if my new framework would work.
I doubted if any of my neighbors would be interested. I doubted myself. While thinking about
how to proceed, I remembered the Seminar in Creativity with the theme of Creative Block. At
the seminar, we examined different root reasons for creative blocks during creation. Through the
seminar, I unearthed my very own creative block: fear. I was afraid of the uncertainty. Deep in
my thought, I revisited my notes from the Seminar. On one of the pages, I wrote, “Resistance
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has no strength of its own. Every ounce of juice it possesses comes from us. We feed it with
power by our fear of it” (Pressfield, 2003, p. 33).
Recognizing my resistance was due to my fear of failure, I continued to reflect on my
CCT journey. Did I not grow with this program? In the beginning, I was afraid to provide
feedback to my peers. I worried about how my opinions and writings would be viewed and
judged. However, with the support of my peers and advisors, I have learned it is ok to fail, and it
is ok to try again. “We need to think about failure differently. I’m not the first to say that
failure, when approached properly, can be an opportunity for growth” (Catmull and Wallace,
2014, p. 72). Is this not the spirit of Action Research? Every cycle is an improvement of the
previous ones utilizing failures and setbacks as stepping stones to refine the next cycle. The
critical point is that I continue to test my ideas and examine where they take me.
I was ready to explore my ideas and share my project with stakeholders. With my
newfound confidence, I connected with the group to introduce my project and shared my
research inquiry and my intentions of providing an alternative approach for coexisting with our
local wildlife to the group. This would be an opportunity to gather different voices and ideas and
potentially invite some of my neighbors to be the co-creators of my project. Afterward, I
followed up with a Plus-Delta Feedback form to collect some feedback about their concerns (See
Appendix B for the form). Plus-Delta Feedback is a quick and straightforward way of giving
and receiving feedback. “Feedback that begins with an appreciation (plus or +) makes any
subsequent suggestion for change (delta or ∆) more likely to be heard and taken up” (Taylor and
Szteiter, 2019, p. 134).
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As of this moment, I have only received two responses back. I was a bit disappointed,
but I knew that this was a long-term project. However, one group member did approach me
afterwards to express her interest in furthering my project, so my disappointment was tempered
by quality over quantity. I plan to have her as a co-creator in this project, and I was pleased to
start making connections with my neighbors.

Stage 5: Lights! Camera! Action!
The surprising relationship building with my neighbors reinforced my confidence in
moving forward with the project. My local wildlife-inclusive garden would be a model for my
neighbors to follow and copy. With this in mind, I visited my local gardening center. Instead of
impulsively purchasing plants that struck my fancy, I paid attention to the types of flowers and
their benefits to my pollinators. With the Permaculture Principle, Use Small and Slow Solutions
in mind, I decided that perennial plants would a be better choice for this season. Although they
would take longer to establish and grow, their extended growing season would mean more food
for local wildlife.
At the gardening center, I happened to talk to a neighbor who was also purchasing
flowers. I told her about my project. It turned out she is a longtime backyard gardener, and she
gave me many suggestions and methods to incorporate into my project.
I had not realized it at the moment but in speaking with my neighbor at the store, I had
utilized the elevator pitch technique from the CCT’s Synthesis of Theory and Practice Seminar.
Elevator pitch is introduced as a micro-engagement technique to practice informal
communication with others about work-in-progress, a helpful step toward building a
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constituency for one’s ideas. The simple format is to formulate a question that includes an issue
of interest, an intended action, and an intended beneficiary for whom the effort will help solve
the problem (Ricketts, 2019). The elevator pitch allowed me to quickly communicate my ideas
and bring the awareness of my project to my neighbors. Sadly, due to my excitement, I forgot to
ask for her contact information, but knowing how that elevator pitch worked, I will try it again
next time.
With my shopping expedition completed, there were two new experiments for this
season. The first was to plant new flowers to provide additional nectar. The second was to let
nature do its job. With the exception of a small new flower bed, I did not tend to the rest of the
garden area. Unsurprisingly, the garden was filled with wildflowers. Cloves, purple deadnettle,
wild violets, dandelions, ground ivy, to name a few, were thriving. This season, instead of being
exclusive, I honored them to be part of this world.
In addition, after planting the new flowers, I mindfully observed and evaluated any new
development. I noticed that pollinators were more attracted to the wildflowers than those I
purchased and planted (Image 1). This discovery confirmed my experiment of letting nature
“be” instead of controlling nature and planting what I like. It seemed to be a better way to
coexist with my local wildlife in my garden.
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Image 1: Pollinators and wildflowers thrive in my garden the Spring of 2022

During this project development, I used the Process Journal to record my observations,
my obstacles, my discovery, and my frustrations (Image 2). I also included evaluation of the
works that I completed and my reflection on the learning process of this project.
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Image 2: My Process Journal for this project

In retrospect, I realized that I never wrote down any of my observations and data prior to
this project. The information and collected data throughout this piloting process would be
valuable to continue this project and share with my neighbors.
For now, my first cycle of the Oak Tree Framework was completed. My next step was to
reflect and evaluate this first cycle and take stock of what worked well and what required further
modification before the next cycle.
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Reflection and Evaluation on the Piloting
The following will be modified before the next cycle of the Oak Tree Framework:

•

Disassociate the Permaculture Principles that I had assigned to each stage

My original intention had been to provide a specific Permaculture Principle for each stage as a
thinking guide. After running the piloting, I realized that it did not work the way I had planned.
Instead of assisting the thinking process, mandating a specific Permaculture Principle added
unnecessary restriction and limited the expansion of ideas. For the next cycle, I will stress the
understanding of each of the Permaculture Principles and the application of any principles the
practitioner may deem suitable at each stage according to the situation.
•

Plus-Delta Feedback for the constituency-building cycle

Although Plus-Delta Feedback is a fantastic way to gather thoughts and ideas, it did not provide
sufficient information for me to further this project. For the next cycle, I will incorporate
Focused Conversation into the constituency-building cycle. Focused Conversation starts with
objectives followed by reflective questions. By engaging my constituents in the moment and
directly, I believe my neighbors would have been more likely to share their personal
observations and experiences. Addressing the group as a whole in conversation would have been
more likely to have drawn forth participation and a desire to arrive at the interpretative and
decisional stages. Focused Conversation will help to bring our concerns to the surface and bring
us into the depth of the topic (Taylor and Szteiter, 2019, p. 95).
•

The method of evaluation

Last but not least, I did not include the method of evaluation of the data for this piloting. I
wanted something easy to evaluate and could receive quick feedback. Hence, for the next cycle,
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I want to explore the idea of reducing the impact of insects, such as aphids, snails, etc., by
encouraging the visitation of their predators. I believe that by fostering the habitats of birds and
predatory insects, the number of nuisance insects reducing my yield can be kept to acceptable
levels.

Next Step

Going Forward
This project is just the beginning of the transformative social change that I have been
working to bring about since moving into this neighborhood. My piloting was very small, but I
successfully used the Oak Tree Framework to guide me through different stages of planning for a
local wildlife-inclusive garden in my backyard garden. The new integrated practical framework
allowed me to see beyond one element and adjust my actions accordingly.
Through this piloting process, I made connections with my neighbors and was able to
raise community awareness about my project. From inquiries about different elements and steps
of the project, I see further collaboration with them in the near future. One individual has voiced
an interest in being a co-creator and after modification of the Oak Tree Framework, we will work
together on a one-on-one individual approach and continue expanding and modify this project.
In addition, I am currently compiling a website which I will upload fillable worksheet
forms for 6 Thinking Hats, SCAMPER, KAQF, and Plus-Delta Feedback associated with the
Oak Tree Framework. This website is a work-in-progress that I will continue to maintain beyond
this pilot and the CCT program. With this online resource, I aim to inspire anyone within or
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beyond my neighborhood to rethink their relationships with local wildlife and take action to
transform their own backyards into places where humans and local wildlife can coexist.

Additional Insight for Future Consideration
When polishing and finalizing this paper, I was supplied with an unexpected insight from
my peers during my synthesis presentation. For an interactive activity, I presented a picture of a
cottontail rabbit and a baby opossum to illustrate preconceived perceptions about wildlife. I
inquired as to the participants’ initial feelings toward each of the pictures and followed by asking
the reasoning behind those feelings. The majority of my peers unsurprisingly stated their unease
toward the baby opossum. During the discussion, it was revealed that no one had actually had
negative experiences associated with opossums, but due to the unfamiliarity with the lesserknown creature and drawing inferences from its appearance, they could not help but fear or
dislike it. This was reinforced by my peer who reasoned that we have rabbits as pets yet rarely
opossums.
My epiphany to understanding a major facet of our local wildlife conflict was in front of
me the entire time, xenophobia. Often used to describe a fear of strange or foreign people, I am
using a broader definition of xenophobia to describe fear of anything strange or foreign.
Unfamiliarity is the root of xenophobia which recursively reinforces negative mindsets and
breeds increased resentment towards the idea of coexistence.
All wild animals need to be considered to create a truly inclusive garden, yet the fear of
the unknown seemingly is one of the greatest barriers. Only through increased knowledge,
awareness, and familiarity can we bring about acceptance for the lesser-known local wildlife in
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our neighborhoods. As this is a recently opened avenue of thought for me, continued
investigation is required to explore this topic further.

My Learning Journey
I came into the CCT program hoping to learn problem-solving techniques and skills.
During these years of engaging in the CCT program, I gained more than knowledge and
concepts. I have established self-confidence in myself. At times working on this synthesis
project, I questioned if I was on the right track and applying Action Research correctly. One
night, while reflecting on the interview with Sarah Anderson, that I had a moment of clarity. In
our interview she emphasized that we were all life-long learners. She reminded and encouraged
me that it was not about “the errors” we made. It was about what we could learn from our
experiences, reflect upon them, and make improvements for future learning.
I accept my role as a life-long learner and a reflective practitioner. This synthesis project
was the first Action Research project I have undertaken. Despite many modifications and many
more kinks that need to be ironed out, the risks that I took and braving through various
uncertainties, I can see progress and am proud of what I have accomplished so far.
My CCT journey, especially this synthesis project, is only the beginning of a continuing,
self-motivated pursuit of knowledge and my personal development. Through this synthesis, I
now recognize that with intentional reflection and purposeful action, I can contribute to a
positive transformative social change in my community. I am an agent of change, and I can
make a change by taking action to inspire others to rethink our relationship with nature and
coexist with our local wildlife.
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One of the most significant insights that will stay with me beyond my CCT education and
this project is:
Change requires action.
And actions speak louder than words.
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APPENDIX A: OAK TREE ANALOGY

The crown of the tree: Evaluation and observation. The crown is often the first image that we
associate with a tree. It tells us what season we are in. If it is green and filled with leaves, we
know it is Spring and Summer. When it is bare, we know that it is Fall and Winter. The crown
provides a path to be more observant and aware of the surroundings. When we carefully
evaluate and observe the tree’s crown, we gain a better understanding of the current situation.
The leaves: Reflection, dialogue, and analysis cycle. Leaves are constantly changing. They
absorb and transform the energy from the sun, which allows the tree to grow. In the Fall, leaves
fall to the ground and fertilize the soil for the next growing season. The cycle of growth and the
falling of leaves resembles the reflection, dialogues, and analysis cycle. We reflect on our new
insights, create a dialogue with the new knowledge, and analyze how to utilize this new material
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in our lives. Then, we grow with the accumulated knowledge to better understand ourselves and
the world.
Fallen acorns: Proposing, planning, and deciding on our actions. Fallen acorns are the new
ideas that one has. So much potential waiting to burst forth from its shell and start to take root.
Worms: Looking ahead epicycle. Worms are important living organisms in the soil. They
decompose organic matter. Worms are a great indicator of a healthy growing system. Happy
worms, healthy tree. We can visualize the future growing season by carefully observing the
worm’s activities. Embrace the worms!
The tree trunk: Implementation. Many purposeful actions happen within the tree trunk. For
example, the growth of the tree trunk raises the leaves so the leaves can transform sunlight into
food to feed the tree. The tree trunk then transports water, and minerals to different parts of the
tree structures.
The roots: The constituency-building cycle. The roots perform many vital roles in a tree
structure. They absorb and transport water and nutrients from the soil into the stem. They
anchor and support the body of the tree above ground. A tree without roots will not grow, cannot
stand, and will not survive. A healthy root structure grows deep and wide into the soil. Do keep
in mind that strong roots do not grow overnight and require patients and care.
The Soil: Critical analysis and Creative problem-solving tools from CCT. Soil is the vital
growing medium that allows new plants to grow and flourish. Without rich nutritional soil,
fallen acorns would not grow. This is the same as my CCT education. CCT is the rich soil that
allows me to develop my critical and creative thinking skills and provides paths and practical
tools for my continued growth and development.
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APPENDIX B: PLUS-DELTA FEEDBACK FORM FOR CONSTITUENCY-BUILDING
ACTIVITY
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